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          Product Version: 9.2.3-beta01

You can see two video attach, when I use addCustomStickyButton to add Sticky button but when I touch is nos response like use addToolStickyButton

When use addToolStickyButton : 1.mov - Google Drive

When use addCustomStickyButton :  2.mov - Google Drive
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Code samples to add annotations to PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Information dictionary
	Add a bookmark to PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core) - About adding a bookmark
	Edit annotation style properties on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	Class RadioButtonGroup - AddGroupButtonsToPage(Page)
	Class ListBoxWidget - AddOption(String)
	Class ComboBoxWidget - AddOptions(String[])

Forums:	Can I use PDFNetC 9.0.* or 9.1.* with vs2012?
	Accessing Signature Saved in Device (React Native)
	UI and functionality customisation
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          Hi, we are able to reproduce this issue and will update you with more information as soon as we can. Thanks.
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          Thanks for support. I hope to can fix ASAP.
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          any update for the issue?
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          We will update you when the fix is available. Thanks.
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          can tell me how long to can fix this issue, because it blocking my release plan. thanks
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          Currently the fix has been implemented but is still under review to be merged to snapshot. I’m aiming to have the fix ready by the end of this week or early next week at the latest. I’ll update you ASAP when the new build is ready.

Could you tell us when you are planning to release?
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          A fix for this issue has been added to the latest snapshot version of the PDFTron Android SDK. Could you update to snapshot version 9.2.3-beta05 and let us know whether this fixes the issue for you?
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          Nice! It working, thanks
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